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Doctrine of Aul
The Doctrine of Aul in Muslim Law represents
a nuanced approach to managing inheritance
distributions when the allocated shares
exceed the total estate available. This
principle is particularly relevant when the
prescribed Quranic shares sum to more than
100% of the estate, necessitating an
adjustment to ensure that the total
distributable shares conform to the estate’s
actual size.

Theoretical Framework and Application of
Aul
In essence, Aul (meaning "increase") adjusts
shares downward when the aggregate
exceeds unity, or one whole estate, after
considering all rightful shares according to
Islamic law. The doctrine is applied through a
two-step mathematical process that ensures
fairness while adhering to religious
mandates.

Normalisation of Shares: The initial step
involves converting all heirs' shares to a
common denominator, which simplifies the
comparison and adjustment of shares. This
step is crucial for aligning the fractions
mathematically.

Adjustment of the Common Denominator:
Subsequently, the denominator is adjusted to
equal the sum of the numerators while
keeping the numerators static. This alteration
effectively reduces each share proportionally,
ensuring that the total does not exceed the
estate's entirety.

Practical Illustration of Aul
To illustrate, consider a situation where a
Muslim woman passes away, leaving behind
a husband, father, and two daughters.
According to Islamic inheritance laws, the
husband is entitled to 1/4, the father to 1/6,
and the two daughters collectively to 2/3 of
the estate. However, when added together,
these shares total 13/12, which exceeds the
whole (unity).

Applying the Doctrine of Aul
Normalisation: Convert each fraction to have
a common denominator (the simplest
common denominator here would initially be
12):
Husband: 1/4 = 3/12
Father: 1/6 = 2/12
Daughters= 2/3 = 8/12
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Adjustment: Since the total numerators
amount to 13, the common denominator is
adjusted to 13:
Husband: 3/12 becomes 3/13
Father: 2/12 becomes 2/13
Daughters: 8/12 becomes 8/13

Through this method, each inheritor receives
a reduced but proportionally fair share of the
estate, aligning the total to exactly 100% (or
unity).

Legal and Social Implications
The Doctrine of Aul showcases the flexibility
within Islamic jurisprudence to adapt the rigid
structures of inheritance distribution to the
realities of diverse familial situations. While
Sunni jurisprudence predominantly embraces
Aul, the diversity in acceptance and
application across different Islamic schools of
thought—particularly among Shia jurists who
may not apply Aul—highlights the vibrant
internal discourse within the Muslim legal
community.

In contemporary settings, the relevance of
Aul is underscored in cases involving
complex family structures and significant
estate distributions. This doctrine ensures
that all heirs receive their rightful shares
without any individual exceeding what is
scripturally mandated, thus maintaining
equity and preventing potential disputes.
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